CAUTION
You are entering a privately owned industrial road.
Enter at your own risk - use extreme caution.
High hazard when logging and log hauling in progress.
Obey all rules governing the road.
Road subject to closure without notice.

TimberWest Private Land

Hunting Not Permitted

Hunting Permitted

Butler/Kapoor Hunting Access:

Hunting permitted 6:00 am - 5:00 pm on weekends and holidays on TimberWest private land only until December 10, 2015 (weather dependent).

Access may be prohibited during periods of high wildfire risk.

Hunters will be asked to sign in and details of any animals taken will be recorded.

Absolutely no hunting or discharge of firearms from mainlines (active hauling) or within closed areas where harvesting and/or road construction crews may be working.

Caution: Use roads at own risk. Use of ATVs not permitted.

Butler and Kapoor hunting access made possible thanks to funding and support from TimberWest, in cooperation with the Victoria Fish and Game Protective Association.